Enhanced sensitivity at high-order exceptional points in a passive wireless sensing system.
A noteworthy challenge in actual wireless sensors is the intrinsic sensing resolution and the sensitivity associated with the response to external perturbation to be measured. To address the issue, we report the realization of enhanced sensitivity in a passive wireless sensing system, consisting of three coupled passive resonators. The input wave is exploited as an effective gain in our open system, thus the ideal parity-time (PT) symmetry can be established, rather than balancing real gain and loss. Then the third-order exceptional points are obtained in ternary PT symmetric systems. With the extrinsic perturbation imposed on any one of resonators, we demonstrate analytically and experimentally that the resonance response of the system follows the cube-root dependence on perturbation. Making use of the effective gain, our results pave a new way, to the best of our knowledge, to realize the ultra-sensitivity of a passive wireless sensing system.